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Happy Holidays!

As the battle for getting the Moreauvia.com domain back in action seems to be never-ending, I'll
be posting news about the magazine here until further notice. I've redirected the link in the
sidebar to point to this article so that any updates can be accessible if this article gets bumped
off the main page.

That said - the most urgent news is that Tales of Moreauvia #3 has shipped. If you have a North
American subscription or are expecting a contributor copy and have not yet received your
copie(s) please let me know via the contact form on this site. European orders/authors, if you
have not received yours by new years, please let me know the same way.

Contracts for issue 4 were supposed to be out by now of course and my apologies - I expect
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to send them out shortly after new years.

Some errata that didn't make it into issue 3 before it printed:

Paul Kane's story is also included in the forthcoming Adventures of Dalton Quayle from Mun
dania Press

And for no good reason, Bobbie Metevier's name is not on the front cover with all the other
author's who gracefully allowed us use of their work, and were so patient with delays.

For further info about obtaining the magazine, please contact us through the contact form on
this site.

Also, important to note - as was originally said on the old website - issue 4 was and is the last
planned print issue of the magazine
. We are not accepting submissions for any further issues!

When we finally regain the domain, we plan to restructure the website with expanded wiki
capabilities, focussing on a shared world setting in which authors will be invited to write - but
general historical fiction will not be accepted. More news on that as it comes.
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